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Air Rights and Complex Vertical Development in Northern Virginia – What You Need to Know

- Potential for Air Rights Development in Arlington, Tysons and Dulles Corridor
- Zoning Considerations and Advantages of Air Rights Development
- The Air Rights Condominium as an Ownership and Development Vehicle
- The Air Rights Subdivision as Alternative
- Structuring Air Rights Condominium to Address the Challenges of Mixed-Use Development
- Addressing the For-Sale Residential Component
- A view from the Public Side of the Table and the Pressures a Public Entity will face
Air Rights and Complex Vertical Development in Northern Virginia – Zoning Discussion

- Potential for Air Rights Development in Arlington, Tysons and Dulles Corridor
- Zoning Considerations and Advantages of Air Rights Development
Air Rights and Complex Vertical Development in Northern Virginia – Transactional Issues

- The air rights condominium as an ownership and development vehicle
- The air rights subdivision as an alternative
- Structuring air rights condominiums to address the challenges of mixed-use development
- Addressing the for-sale residential component
Air Rights and Complex Vertical Development in Northern Virginia – Traditional Subdivision
Air Rights and Complex Vertical Development in Northern Virginia – Example Air Rights Condo
Air Rights and Complex Vertical Development in Northern Virginia – Example Air Rights Condo (cont’d)
Air Rights and Complex Vertical Development in Northern Virginia – Transactional Issues

- The air rights condominium as an ownership and development vehicle
- The air rights subdivision as an alternative
- Structuring air rights condominiums to address the challenges of mixed-use development
- Addressing the for-sale residential component
Air Rights and Complex Vertical Development in Northern Virginia – Update: OTP3 Information Request
The Public Actors: Motivations

- Non-Traditional Revenue Stream (vs. Fares/Tolls)
- More Efficient Asset Utilization
- “Heal the Scar” – Restore Pre-Corridor Conditions
- Promote Economic Development: Particularly TOD
- Build User Base: New Transit Riders
The Public Actors: Concerns

- Not the Core Mission: Can Get Lost in a “Crisis”
- Maintain Operations Without Inconvenience to Public
- Transparency
- Completion Guaranty
- Security Post 9/11
- Other Public Actors “Upstream” and “Downstream”
Thank You!
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